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'T raining of animals
I especially the

elephant is a subject of large-
scale debate. Generally
many training methods
involve cruel methoCs and
elephrlt train,.ng is no
exgeption to that. But
training method pracriced in
South India doef have a lot
of plus points compared
many other methods.
Trairlinq of a. newly captured
one is done ln an enclosure
known as "Krall" . This is
also known as closed system.

What are the basic
principles of animal training?
How ilo animals respond io
training? \7hy onli certain
species of animals can be
trained easily and why not
others? If the trainer
understands the answers of
these questiorr5, training will
be mentally stimulatrng and
i ntellectually rewa rdin"g.

Hence before dealing
training of elephants it is
worthwhile to dwell upon
basic principles of training.
Scientific Trainirg

What is scientific trai-
ning? Is there a universally
approved training progra-
mme? The fact is that there
is no training programffi€,
which is universally
app roved.

Before going further let us
distinguish between scientific
trainllg and training for
scientific purpose. Scientists
of varioui disciplines train
animals for various purposes.

Th.y train vanous species,
from insects to primates,
including human beings for
various purposes. Physio-
logists,Pharmacologists, and
behavioural scientists form

major group of scientists who train the animals.
Experiment-of Pavlov, Ivan Petrovich on condition
reflex in dogs is kncwn to all students of Biology.
Many if not most of animal responses are very akin-to
that. Thus, this knowledge will- help tremendously an
animal trainer. Animali are also [rained for vaiious
other purposes like to help the blind, hunting, tracking
the criminal, detect narcotics and for performances [kA
in circuses.

Training essentially means the animal to respond
positively to the message or command given bi the
trainer. There is a process of communication.
Communication involvls forming an idea, converting
it into. signals like auCitory, viiual gr physical like
percussion. To an intelligent animal facial expressions
and modulated voice, convey a lot of message. Many
animals even possess what we call the 5'h sense.

When a trainer is expecting the animal to respond
positively he should first'have the objective in his inind
and the means of achieving it. For every desired result,
it is reinforced bv a positive reinforcement bv eivine a
treat. This in th'e caie of newly captured elephint #itl
usually be banana or sugar cane. Cradually these rypes
of appreciation by 

- treats becomes words"of
appreciation, patting and similar actions. These types
of mental reinforceirent have a grear role in inteilifutnt
animal like elephant. After achievins the desired i6vel
of reinforcemeht the trainer proceedi to the next level
of training. Trainer should be aware of the anatomical
limitations of the animal. Classical example is failure
of trainers to teach talking by the sub human primates.
They could not talk since"thdir voice box was incapable
of reproducing human syllables. But thev learned the
rign languagelasily and attained proficiency too. At
the same qany "talking birds" like-parakeets and myna
gan.easily imilate hunian voice although they are hot
intelligent. Imitation and repetition are two ihportanr
bas.ic things in acquiring a skill and retaining ir. The
trainer and the trainee will work as a team.

Acquisition of skill is reinforced by positive
reinforcement. Negative reinforcements irr'used to
reduce repetitive miltakes. Positive reinforcements can
be considered as d.posits in a bank account and
negative reinforcements as withdrawals. Hence a
mahout who uses punishment very often is living on
"overd raft" and so' lives dangerouily. Although [reat
strides have been made in tfe psychology of lear"ning
not much can be ,rr.rsed oUi6.[iviiy i,i the .ii. o?
animals.

Animals that live in the nature in social srouD like
herd or pack maintain dominance hierarchf or^ what
is called^as a pecking order. The dominairt aniinal
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establishes a command over the animals lorver in the
ladder of hierarchy. In the case of elephants.it is the senior
most cow, since eiephants maintain i matriarchal system.
But cats which lives independently in the nature are
difficult to train and make them to 'obey 

the commands.
\Me have already discussed the need to develop a close
relationship between the mahout and the elephant. It is
not very easy as in the case of dog and its master. In dogs
several breeds are developed depending upon the need
and the purpose to which- they are put into use.

Such breed variations do not exist in elephants. Not
only that if a particular dog doesn't come up to the level
exp'ected of it, ^then it is dis-carded. This can not happen
in^the case of elephants. Mahout must be able to establirt,
his dominance over the elephant to feel that the mahout
is smarter at the same time loving and affectionate partner.
Rather, mahout is a senior partner, who is firm, but not
cruel. This type of relationship will lead to a positive
response from tfre elephant like^ obedience to command,
love and affection.

Like human beings all animals are also different in
their qualities and ability to learn different skills. There
are eary to train and difficult to train elephants. Age is
also another factor. Old elephants are dilficult to tiain.
But a wild buIl (Makhna) which has killed L2 Dersons
was captured by drug fmmobilisation and irained
successfully at Mudumali !7LS, Tamil Nadu, India.

The result from the combination of good mahout and
good elephant is marvellous. A bad mahout can easily
spoil a good elephant also. It is considered that a short-
tempered mahout and patient elephant and vice versa

ryaf get_ along well._ If 6oth of them are short-tempered
the result is naturally disastrous.

A well trained may be an elephant in the initial period,
gan easily be spoiled _if.it geis into the hands'of an
incompetent mahout. It is very easy to learn bad habits.
Unlike other animals like dogs it is practically difficult
to discard an elephant because it is of ooor temoerament
or inability to fearn and obey commands. He is tied
round the clock and round the year and turns out to be
liability to the owner and cruel experience to the elephant.
Very 6ften mahouts complain ihat after, all the^ days'
woik is over including ine lumbering,' bathing aha
scrubbing and final feeding, it is very difficult to 

-make

the animil to do even a min"or work eyen if coaxed. There
is more than one reason for this. First reason is that it is
not easy to explain to the elephant why this exigency
arose. 'Another is that, most- of the attivities df tni,
elephant or for that instances anv animal are in a
coriditioned manner and hence it btcomes difficult to
change the sequence of events. These changes in sequences
put the animal into stress and often ele"r:hant witt nott'obey" the commands. Mahout who is not verv familiar
with' the elephant's mood or psychology looses the
patients and 

-tends 
to punish the efephant." The elephant

iemains adamant, which makes the^situation from bad
to worse.

Should an elephant we punished at all? This is a
question often asktd. There 

^are two different schools of
thought. One extreme is that love and affection can

control elephant simply and other extreme savs that
obedience cbmes only by the stick. People who believes
in the "love only" theory do not have dnough practical
experience and second catesory are unskilled"sadists and
will be avenged by the elep"hant and may not survive to
take revenge.

"Elephant never forgets" this saying is true and people
who ari familiar with"elephant kho#s it. Actuafly it e

physical an anatomical s^torage space for m.-oiy in
A:lebhants is more than that of, huinan beings. But the
"fuhctional storage space" evaluation needs rfiore studies.
In any case one thing is sure, that the elephants' memory
is incredible. So naturally elephants remember good as

well as bad things. The'biggi:st problem of ag[ressive
behaviour by an elephant towards a Mahoui is the
"elephantine magnitude" of the a.ggression, resulting in
serious injury, permanent disability or event death of
mahout. There had been instances were in elephants
mutilate the dead body in such a manner that it becomes
a mass of flesh or torn into pieces and strewn all over the
area. In certain instances even the body can not be
removed since the elephant keeps a watch and vigil over
the dead body. I

Let us have a look at the initial training period after
capturing. Newly captured animals do no1 know what
is and what for is the punishment. Then how are the
first lessons taught? Elephants are rewarded (positive
reinforcement) "even if ttrey blunder into tt t, right.
Elephant repeats this response to get further positive
reiriforcement, which is cjften a treit with plantain or
sugar cane. \7ith every repetition, the activity i. e.
response to command ge.t reinforced. Meanwhile a.ny
mistake during the training is followed by a negative
reinforcement,"a mild or strong punishmerit depe"nding
upon the degree or level of "misionduct". Thif sort oT
punishment need not be physical or corporal. It could
be a reprimand with propeily modulatdd voice, refuse
to give a treat or any similar action. Elephant being an
intelligent animal such a sort of punishment will be dr-iven
home well. A timely intervention to control an elephant's
dangero.ul movemeht by .an elephant hook is absolutely
esseitial in appropriate situatiohs. This is all the rnore
important in-a cr-owd, like a festival to avoid disastrous
res ul t.

We discussed the memory of elepha.nts and occasional
remorseless revenge. At the same time instances are many
wherein elephanf shows its love and affection not only
to its mahouts but also to his family, owner and several
others, who treat the elephants with tender, love & care.
Prob.ably it can be said tliat love and hate are two sides of
a coln.

Handling an elephant is not like handling a motor car
or a machine. Moods or emotions do- not govern
machines. Response of an elephant will be influenced
by its both phytical and emotional status. Hence if the
pirtnership of inahout and elephant is to succeed mahout
should have the skill to react and respond depending upon
the situation.

A person who is knowledgeable about elephant
behavibur need not be a good mihout. Elephant hhs not
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learned any code of conducts to be complied with!
Achievements of a good partnership with man and animal
have become legends in history. Aiexan,Cer the great and
his horse Buceflhalus and Rariapratap Singh ant Chetak
are few examples. Similar examples are many about
elephants also.

Animals, especially intelligent ones need environment
enrichment. in animal keiping humane handling, just
does not include, m_eeting tlig physical.needs like {oo4,
water and shelter? Poor envlronmental condition leads
to stereolype movements by the elephants. This is often
observed'in elephant sta'bles *eie they are tethered
continuously and no environment dnrichment is
provided. . Environment enrichment itself has grown into
a scrence ln itself.

Ten Commandments for a Good Mahout
1 Elephants' welfare is the first priority
2 Each elephant is different and needs different rype

of handling suited to the animal.
3 Elephants' welfare should not be compromised

with the owners interest

4 . Try to learn about your elephant at every
occasl0n

5 Take every opportunity to fine tune your skills

6 Be firm but need not be cruel

7 Earning respect and love from the animals as well
as command over it, is a continuous process.

8 Mahout should always establish his dominance
over the elephants

9 Learn about other elephants, share yoqr
experiences with others and continue to upgrade
excellence in your profession

10 Never take any unnecessary risk or negligence
about the safety of the self. A fraction of a second is
enough to caus'e disastrous result. Elephant!'. agg-ressive
behaviour is not like the bite by a dog or a kick from a

cow.
Often mahouts'comment: What is so important about

learning for a mahout? It is all just.a few .dryt
apprenticeship with another mahout and the rest is by
yb'rr self.

Mahoutry is not just a simple skill. It not only needs

skill but alsb quick reaction ihstant response immediate
decision-makini and above all a good corirmon sense. The
scientific arts trom sleight of lland to surgery are both
theory anq practice. But it needs .reading, learning ?nd
shariirg of experience and expertise. As a profession
clientf (Elephant). interest is of plim ary-impdrtance. As
a profesiion, conttnued up-graddtion of knbwledge and
skill is your responsibility.
Tail piece

Two students were given thorough lessons on
mahoutry. Both of them went to handle elephant. One
of them-handled the elephant and another one was
"handled" by the elephant.
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Nila Fest 2002,a mega event of Vets, beckons all to the land

of top hills, land of "Harisree","Malappuram.

This land is remarkably cherished with rich and eventful his-

tory. lt was the military headquraters of the Zamorins of

Kozhikode since ancient times. lt was also the venue for many

of the Mappila revolts.

Malappuram is tantalising blend of the conservative and con-

temporary. It is also a farnous centre for Hindu.- Vedic learning

and lslamic philosophy.

Here your will experience history etched all around. The

Temples and Mosques are well known for their spectacular fes-

tivals. Early civilization have left their mark on the ancient land,

handing over a priceless collection of art, architecture, culture

and tradition.

Malappuram has a nature's gift endowed environment. lt is

enriched by three great rivers flowing through it' Chaliyar,

Kadalundi puzha and Bharathapuzha.

Come with your family, spice up Iife and enjoy the fraternity

and hospitality of Malappuram Veterinarians

Registrotion

AII delegates are requested to register in advance. A fee of

Rs.200/-per delegate should be remitted as cash/ demand draft

drawn in favour of General Convenor, Nila Fest, Veterinarian's

Convention 2002, Payable at Malappuram on or before 30th

Novemb er 2002.

Accommodqtion

Accommodation will be provided at the abjacent hotels as per

your personal preferences.

Tours

Sight seeing trips for family have been arranged to Ooty. Kindly

register in advance to facilitate better arrangements.

Dr. K.P Kunhimohqmed

General Convenor, Nila Fest 2002,

District Veterinary Centre, Malappuram - 676 505

Ph: 0493 - 734815 (Off) ,326234 (Res), Mob: 098462 26234

E-mail: nilafest @ hotmail.com

Visit us: http://nilafest.tripod.com
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